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Problems that matter:
Teaching mathematics as critical engagement.
Jeffrey Bohl
University of Wisconsin - Madison
INTRODUCTION
This paper is the result of a struggle to understand
what it is about what I do that really matters. It started
two and one-half years ago when I first became a high
school mathematics teacher in Miami, Florida. More
specifically, it started with the first of countless times
my students asked “Mr. Bohl, why do we have to learn
this?” This question has since become the focus of my
thinking about mathematics education. In two years
of teaching (including summers) I had the opportu-
nity to work with a broad range of students, from
classes of advanced college-bound students to a pro-
gram for ninth-grade repeaters. The question ‘Why?’
came largely from students in the lower tracks, and I
found it disconcerting that I could often not answer
this ultimately important question. Ironically (or per-
haps not?) those who were succeeding in school, the
‘best students,’ didn’t seem to be as concerned with
‘Why?’ I wanted all of my students to be inclined to
ask ‘Why?’, and I believed that they all deserved a
satisfactory answer whether they asked it or not. This
paper is an exploration of how we might reconfigure
mathematics education to answer the ‘Why?’ ques-
tion for all math students.
STANDARD ANSWERS TO THE ‘WHY?” QUESTION
As time passed, I became increasingly frustrated with
the onslaught of unanswerable ‘Why?’s, the irrel-
evance of the materials available to me, and my very
spotty success designing more relevant curricula. So
I began asking other math teachers why they thought
certain subjects and concepts were taught. Their an-
swers fell into four categories: tomorrow, jobs, gen-
eral mental strength, and tests. In the first category
are answers of the type: “because they’ll need it for
tomorrow,” “...for the next chapter,” “...for next year,”
etc. When pushed further, this often resulted in “they’ll
need it for calculus.” To some, then, we were teach-
ing mathematics for the sake of other mathematics,
with the ultimate goal being a year of calculus by high
school’s end. When I asked why students needed cal-
culus at all, usually an answer in one of the other three
categories was given.
The ‘jobs’ answer was obviously predicated on the
belief that the best jobs require high levels of math.
There can be no doubt that mathematics has economic
utility. It often serves as a filter, or a base requirement,
for jobs. Thus, those who do not succeed at a certain
level of mathematics course work can be blocked from
consideration for some jobs. However, the mathemat-
ics that most people actually use at work is probably
taught by the middle of ninth grade. And the percent-
age of people who actually use calculus on the job is
fantastically small. So, contrary to the myth, much of
school mathematics has little actual vocational util-
ity.1
The answer that ‘mathematics improves general men-
tal strength’ is predicated on the belief that doing
mathematics improves formal logical reasoning and
problem-solving in a broad way. That is, mental pro-
cesses are improved by math practice, and then be-
come available for use in other situations — whether
mathematical or otherwise. While mathematics train-
ing may or may not strengthen the mind generally,2 it
has been shown time and again that standard math-
ematics curricula are not good mathematics training.
Most students lack facility with even the simplest real-
life problem solving.3 So here again what is being
claimed has a questionable relationship to reality.
Now, I support math education that is vocationally
useful, and that might make students stronger think-
ers. However, the reality is that the path to calculus
that we attempt to lead students down does neither
of these well. There is one thing that this path does
very well, however. It puts students into hierarchical
lists that universities and employers use to simplify
their choices of student and employee candidates.4
When teachers respond to ‘Why?’ with the name of a
test, it is because they understand the importance of a
student’s position in that queue. It is a very real and
valid concern. In the bigger sense, however, if most
students get little vocational or logical power from
the ways we currently teach mathematics, then the
way that mathematics matters most now is as a major
part of our society’s publicly-funded human sorting
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service. And even though some do benefit from the
system, all students are cheated of the potential criti-
cal power that a strong mathematics education might
help them develop.
I do not mean this exploration of answers to ‘Why?’
as an attack on teachers. The assumptions we educa-
tors call upon to justify our practices partly mirror
those of school systems themselves, of which we are
all products. I started realizing the power of these as-
sumptions while muddling through attempts to de-
velop curricula that I felt might matter to my students
in ways other than as a sorting device. This led me to
consider my own assumptions about why mathemat-
ics is important for students to study, and to imagine
how my practice might be brought more in line with
those assumptions.
WHY DOES MATHEMATICS MATTER?
My beliefs about why math is important are informed
by three basic ideas. The first is that mathematics can
give students a powerful way to relate to the world,
not the mythical world of future jobs where they will
utilize calculus, but rather their immediate world —
the world that they actually inhabit during the time
they are students, and that they will continue to in-
habit after graduation. Students deal with situations,
concerns, and activities every day that are rich with
mathematics. They are bombarded with numbers
from jobs, stores, ad agencies, the government, etc.
Mathematical knowledge can be used to help students
analyze and raise questions about such numbers and
their implications, as well as to use numbers to un-
derstand the world in different ways.
The second reason — simply an extension of the first
— is that mathematics knowledge is necessary for full
participation in our democracy. The one way that
mathematics knowledge (or lack thereof) will bear
directly on the life of every student is in her/his role
as citizen. Numerical data and mathematical models
are integral parts of our reality.5 They are used every
day to decide such things as how many Americans
need to be kept unemployed to ensure a “healthy”
economy and how many dollars a human life is worth
to an insurance company. Those who make such de-
cisions wield great power to shape the reality that we
all experience. In highly technical societies such as
ours, mathematical competence is a major portion of
democratic competence.6 Math is increasingly used as
a means of developing technology and directing pub-
lic policy.7 Even though most people will not use ad-
vanced math on their own jobs, all people need to be
prepared to evaluate the work of those who make such
decisions and to engage with the mathematical aspects
of important social issues.
The third reason — a further extension on the theme
— involves the relationship between mathematics and
rational thought. Thanks in large part to Descartes,
rational thought is widely accepted as the only wor-
thy mode of cognition in western societies.8 As a re-
sult, rational argument is, at least theoretically, the only
accepted mode communication in public debates.
Being able to rationally justify positions is a skill
needed for individuals to gain public validity for their
ideas. Thus, it is critical for citizenship. There is a clear
tie between rational argument and the logical justifi-
cation of mathematical results. Indeed, deductive
mathematical proof is considered the purest type of
rational argument. While the two are not equivalent,
there are similarities that could be capitalized on by
honing students’ understandings of the specific struc-
tures of deductive logic. Thus, mathematics educa-
tion might further enhance students’ power as citi-
zens by helping them make and critique rational ar-
guments.
These overlapping justifications for my job, which will
be expanded on in the following sections, have
brought me to believe that we should teach mathemat-
ics that matters in two senses: it should matter to stu-
dents and their immediate lives, and it should matter
to the imperative of democratic citizenship.
MATHEMATICS THAT MATTERS TO STUDENTS
I believe that we need to help students learn to en-
gage mathematically with their immediate worlds.
Traditional mathematics curricula have not been suc-
cessful at doing this because math is traditionally
taught in a largely formal way. That is, it is taught
without reference to the objects of people’s real expe-
riences. Such teaching stems in part from the beliefs
that math is, by it very nature, abstract, and that it is
math’s abstract nature that allows it to transfer — or
to be used — across a variety of concrete, real-life situ-
ations. This conception of transfer has been called into
question,9 and there has been some movement away
from strictly formal learning in current reform trends.10
However, most mathematics is still taught in ways that
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are artificial to students. Even curricula that claim to
be ‘realistic’ are not sufficient. There is a gulf between
teaching ‘realistic’ mathematics -which is word-prob-
lem- and situation-based — and ‘real’ mathematics,
which actually involves the lives and interests of the
students in the classroom.11 It is through ‘real’ math-
ematics that I believe teaching should take place.
Mathematics education based on a real problem cur-
riculum would directly involve students in exploring
their worlds with math.
We know that students
have interests, but they
normally do not become
part of mathematics
classes. Bringing stu-
dents’ lives into class can
help on a very basic level:
learning can happen far more easily when students
see the direct relevance of what is being learned.12 My
experience has been that, when students’ contexts
were being studied, students involved themselves
more actively, and I could concentrate on their intel-
lectual development rather than on behavioral ma-
nipulation.
Teaching mathematics based on real contexts and situ-
ations familiar to students serves another important
purpose. It allows curriculum to respect and capital-
ize on the rich collections of personal and cultural
knowledge that students come to class already pos-
sessing. Schooling generally disregards and devalues
much of students’ personal and cultural experiential
knowledge.13 And, because of differences in their re-
lationships to the dominant school culture, students
from non-dominant cultures are especially mis-served
by schools.14 Opening the starting points of math-
ematical explorations to the concerns and interests of
students can allow math teachers to become part of
the remedy to this situation by broadening the bases
of curriculum to include students’ lives.15 Multiple in-
terests, concerns, and viewpoints could then be al-
lowed a place in classroom discussion. Of course, all
students do not share interests, concerns, and view-
points, and opening the classroom to a multiplicity of
voices invites in ‘negative’ along with ‘positive’ in-
fluences. This can greatly complicate classroom inter-
action.16 However, since such complications are part
of the reality with which I would like to help students
engage, I prefer to incorporate them into, rather than
exclude them from, the classroom discourse.
Teaching such mathematics would involve starting
with particular real situations of interest to the stu-
dents, and mathematizing them. Mathematizing in-
volves gaining understandings about real situations
by using mathematics.17 Pedagogically, I like to think
of it both as using math to uncover patterned rela-
tionships, and as imposing mathematical order on un-
ordered realities. So to mathematize means analyz-
ing a real situation either by mathematically model-
ing its components, or by quantifying its characteris-
tics with statistics. By
mathematizing the life
contexts of particular stu-
dents, and by using such
mathematizations as the
bases for learning, it be-
comes possible to inform
the mathematics with the
ideas and cultural constructs that students already
possess.18 This is not a call for a curricular add-on, but
rather for a deep shift in our thinking about the rela-
tionship between mathematics and people’s lives.
Such a shift might happen if we take the lives and
world views of all students seriously.19
I can hear the formalist questions arising: “What kinds
of mathematics can be taught this way? That is not
mathematics at all, but mathematics applications.’’20
My answer to that charge is: well...yes and no. Since I
believe that school mathematics should be geared to-
ward helping people interact with each other and the
world, this is a call to teach entirely applicable math-
ematics. However, that does not mean that mathemat-
ics need never be addressed at the formal level. There
is a great variety of mathematics that can be soaked
from and used to analyze even the simplest real situ-
ations. And there would no doubt be times, as mul-
tiple real contexts are mathematized, that formal math-
ematical issues would need to be addressed.21 It is,
after all, the exploitation of similarities of pattern
across situations that gives mathematics its power. So,
in attempts to help students comprehend that power,
there would need to be explorations of the similari-
ties between the patterned aspects of different real
situations. That is exactly how much of mathematics
was historically developed in the first place.22 So such
abstraction and pattern seeking should certainly con-
tinue as one goal of mathematics education. My point
is that mathematical abstraction should not be viewed
as the only goal of mathematics education. Its impor-
Since I believe that school mathematics should be
geared toward helping people interact with each other
and the world, this is a call to teach entirely appli-
cable mathematics.
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tance needs to be reconsidered.
What I am arguing for is that mathematics be taught
through mathematizing (or ‘making mathematical’)
rather than through concretizing (or ‘making con-
crete’).23 Traditional school mathematics, especially
from the onset of algebra, introduces concepts and
objects at the abstract level, and then gives concrete
examples of them. That is, it starts with abstractions
and concretizes them. What we need to do is reverse
that priority, put concrete examples in the foreground,
and build abstractions from those through mathema-
tization.24 Now, as contexts are mathematized, and as
teachers and students work to formalize some of the
mathematics that arise from those mathematizations,
certainly some concepts that are currently taught
would fail to show up. In those cases, I suggest we
would need to rethink their curricular importance.
That is not to suggest that concepts that don’t arise
from students’ situations and interests should never
be taught in schools. How-
ever, with a curriculum that is
driven by calculus — a math
that few people would ever
have reason to use in real life
— it is obvious that we need
to rethink our curricular pri-
orities. The dilemma posed by
mathematics that are absent from mathematizations
of reality would make a fine starting point.
I learned the value of using students’ contexts as the
basis for teaching through two experiences teaching
the graphing of points, lines, and functional relation-
ships in the x-y plane to pre-algebra students. The first
time through was with a group of middle track stu-
dents. I started with traditional methods, including a
few graphing games, to familiarize the students with
plotting in the abstract x-y plane. Then we used tables
and simple calculations to graph patterns and lines.
We finished up with activities that were a bit more
realistic, using function-like calculations to answer
questions based on local bus travel and other familiar
situations. What surprised me is that the concept of
plotting points never seemed to make sense to most
of the students, and the simplest graphing was a hap-
hazard undertaking even at the end of the nearly two-
week-long unit. And since they didn’t understand
how to graph in the x-y plane, graphing on different
types of axes (for instance graphing time worked and
dollars earned) was very difficult for most to grasp.
The next time I taught this was with students in a spe-
cial program called School Within a School (SWAS)
for the school’s repeating ninth-graders. We happened
to be in the middle of hurricane season and hurricane
Opal had just done a dance around our end of the
state. To introduce graphing, we started with hurri-
cane maps. The coordinates to plot the location of the
hurricane du jour were published daily, along with
information about wind speed, velocity, and direction
of travel. We first learned how to find locations by
plotting Opal, by plotting and reading the plots of
several fictitious hurricanes, and by exploring the
daily changes in direction and speed and how those
appeared on the graphs.
From there, we tied the ideas of latitude, longitude,
and compass direction into the structure of Miami’s
grid-like street map. In Miami, all east-west roads are
called streets and north-
south roads are called av-
enues, and each is sequen-
tially numbered starting
with zero downtown. This
means that the street ad-
dress of any building in-
cludes all the information
needed to go there. Now, all of my students knew
exactly how to find places by their addresses. We used
their knowledge of the address system, along with the
similar situation of hurricane mapping, to develop an
intuitive understanding of the abstract idea of plot-
ting points in the x-y plane. With that solid base, we
continued on to explore tables of values and graphs
of functional situations. This time the students, who
for the most part had long records of poor math per-
formance, didn’t flinch when we switched from plot-
ting (x , y) points to forms such as (hours worked,
dollars earned). By that time they were familiar with
several types of points, e.g. (latitude, longitude) and
(street name, street number). By starting with the con-
crete and then moving to the abstract, we side-stepped
a tension that arose earlier when students that I first
taught abstractly tried to ‘apply’ the mathematics.
Another important benefit of the fact that we were
exploring their real world was that several discussions
arose about differences between different areas on
Miami’s map. Although I didn’t capitalize as much
By starting with the concrete and then moving to
the abstract, we side-stepped a tension that
arose earlier when students that I first taught
abstractly tried to ‘apply’ the mathematics.
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as I might have on discussions of disparity of wealth
in different areas, we did touch a bit on that issue as
well as others. Had I been more experienced, I’m sure
I would have been able to weave such issues more
tightly into the content. On the other hand, had I not
used the students’ real context as a base for teaching
the topic, such issues would never have surfaced at
all.
MATHEMATICS THAT MATTERS TO THE DEMOCRATIC
IMPERATIVE
Teaching mathematics that matters to students’ im-
mediate lives is important. However, it also needs to
be taught in ways that matter to the democratic im-
perative. I believe that all education should help im-
prove students’ qualifications as citizens, and math-
ematics is no exception. Many mathematics reform-
ers, including the NCTM, acknowledge that math-
ematics knowledge is important for an informed citi-
zenry.25 What a functioning democracy needs, how-
ever, is not simply informed citizens. Because democ-
racy is, in theory, about self-government, it requires
active involvement to function correctly. What we
need, then, are both informed and engaged citizens,
who can engage intelligently with societal issues and
debates once they become informed of them. Tradi-
tionally, the teaching of school subjects does not en-
courage such engagement.26 Mathematics, with its
ethos of abstract detachment, tends to be the worst
offender of all on this measure. And, as mentioned
above, there are numerous ways in which mathemati-
cal competence is necessary for intelligent engagement
with today’s important social issues.
If one accepts that we should teach mathematics by
mathematizing students’ contexts, the next question
is: how can we make such mathematics democrati-
cally important? Doing that requires, whenever pos-
sible, mathematizing situations that involve socially
relevant issues that students can engage with.27 It also
requires using the process of mathematical engage-
ment as the basis for making judgments and taking
actions based on those judgments. This can help pre-
pare students to become the confident question pos-
ers, problem solvers, and mathematical/rational com-
municators that our democracy requires.28 In this
sense, mathematics classrooms can serve as places
where students actually enact democratic principles
through the practice of democratic citizenship. An
example of this is another unit I taught to my SWAS
ninth-graders. This unit was designed to introduce
both descriptive and inferential statistics, and was a
first attempt at fully enacting my beliefs about the
need to teach both personally and socially relevant
mathematics.29
Inferential statistics is the statistics through which in-
ferences are made about entire populations from a few
representatives of the population; unfortunately, it is
not generally taught in K-12 curricula. This unit was
designed to teach it because inference is what gives
statistics nearly all of both its strengths and weak-
nesses. It is a critically valuable mathematics for citi-
zens, but is usually never seen by students, especially
like those in SWAS who were not bound for any math-
ematics beyond geometry or Algebra II.30
We started with reading statistical graphics from
newspapers and discussing the information they rep-
resented, the questions that could be asked about
them, and the means by which the information may
have been gathered. We then created a survey to be
taken anonymously by members of the school’s stu-
dent population. The choice of survey questions was
left to the students. This helped gain great interest,
and resulted in some of the most engaging discussions
we’d had all year. The data we gathered, along with
the data from several smaller surveys the students
administered, were analyzed as we explored the ideas
of populations, random selection, and inference; cre-
ated graphic representations of the data; and discussed
how confident we could be about our inferences.
As a culminating unit project, each student had to cre-
ate and administer her/his own one-question survey
on a topic s/he felt was socially important. This in-
volved deciding on a target population, determining
how to obtain a random sample of it, and then writ-
ing up a short report with mathematical justifications
for the inference made. The students were also to share
that report with someone in a position of authority
who they thought should be familiar with the knowl-
edge they had created.
We experienced all the problems attendant with teach-
ing something the first time, the end-of-the-year jit-
ters, and working with students that the school sys-
tem had miserably failed. Even so, the unit was as
mathematically successful as anything else we had
done. This itself was a victory given that the math-
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ematics we were dealing with was of a much higher
level than usual.
Regarding teaching mathematics that matters to stu-
dents, we worked with topics that were of immediate
concern to them. We used the mathematics we were
learning as a means of gaining deeper understand-
ings of their immediate surroundings. This was not a
“teach them now so they’ll know how to use it later”
approach. Rather, it was “learn as you do.” The real-
life basis for what we learned allowed us to have very
thoughtful discussions about student interests and
concerns and gave us a place to ground the more ab-
stract mathematics we were exploring.
In terms of informed and engaged citizenship, sim-
ply mulling over the data we collected made the stu-
dents aware of things they’d not known before about
their environment. We used the data to engage in dis-
cussions about how statistics might be used to deceive
and what the requirements for making valid infer-
ences are. Much to my dis-
may, bad planning meant that
students did not have time to
report their findings to a fig-
ure of authority. However, the
requirement to do so did ac-
tively engage many of them,
including several who other-
wise had shown little interest
in the class all year. Many designed their surveys to
address questions of specific relevance to certain au-
thorities. As examples: one surveyed the student body
so she could let the new principal know how students
felt about his first year’s performance; another sur-
veyed pregnant teens in her housing complex about
reasons for getting pregnant so she could report it to
the school’s health clinic counselors to help them bet-
ter counsel girls about pregnancy; and a third sur-
veyed male students to find out how they felt about
teen fathers’ role as parent so he could inform the
guidance counselors of males’ thoughts on the topic.
This unit offered the students a small experience with
creating knowledge about something that concerned
them, and putting it in an ‘officially sanctioned’ form
that allowed them to participate in the discourse of
authority. All students deserve to have such opportu-
nities, and the imperatives of our democratic techno-
logical society demand that they do. Given that math-
ematics is a major part of our society’s official mode
of discourse, students must have experiences where
they learn to be comfortable utilizing mathematics to
communicate within it.
RATIONAL ARGUMENT AND MATHEMATICS
In our highly rational and scientific world, mathemati-
cal logic serves as the prototypical means of finding
and proving truth. It is also very closely related to the
rational language of the public sphere. Helping stu-
dents master the art of logical argument has long
played a role in mathematics education. Geometric
proofs have usually served as a means of introducing
students to this art. However, this is one area of math-
ematics that is absolutely never related to the real
world. Proofs are the ultimate source of mathematics’
assumed power of abstraction and generalization, but
they never refer to things that actually exist, only to
abstract mathematical objects.
Being able to rationally justify one’s positions is an
important part of gaining
validity for one’s thoughts
in our rationalistic society.
It was with this in mind
that I made the decision
not to teach formal proofs
when I taught geometry.
Instead, we focused on
learning how to write co-
herent and rigorous paragraph justifications for solu-
tions to specific problems. My feeling was that if stu-
dents could learn the structures behind written justi-
fications for specific solutions, they would be a step
ahead in the work of learning to rationally justify other
thoughts as well. In my classes many students excelled
at this, even some of whom were struggling in other
areas. Such justification should not wait until geom-
etry, however. It should start in the earliest years of
grade school mathematics.31 In the statistics unit with
my SWAS students, we did focus on what knowledge
was necessary to be able to confidently make an in-
ference. This was a small but necessary step in learn-
ing the need to justify statements.
One mistake I made while teaching paragraph justifi-
cations was that we never explored the real-world
implications of rational thought in reference to objects
other than mathematical objects. A key to mastering
both mathematical deduction and rational justifica-
My feeling was that if students could learn the
structures behind written justifications for
specific solutions, they would be a step ahead in
the work of learning to rationally justify other
thoughts as well.
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tion is understanding that what you can conclude
depends entirely on what you assume. Mathematical
work is based on logical movement from a set of as-
sumptions to a set of conclusions. Because of the strict
logical structure of mathematical argument, the as-
sumptions entirely dictate what can be concluded.
In everyday rational argument, similar logical rules
apply, at least theoretically. However, in everyday ar-
gument assumptions are not usually the focus of scru-
tiny. Often, when someone does or says something
that doesn’t make sense to us, we take for granted
that the speaker/actor is not making sense at all. This
presumption is very often wrong. Often, when
someone’s reasoning doesn’t seem rational or reason-
able, it is simply because s/he is working from a dif-
ferent set of assumptions. As with mathematics, two
people can make perfectly sensible arguments that
result in opposite conclusions if the assumptions they
make are different.
Much misunderstanding between different individu-
als and groups of people in our society results from
inattention to assumptions. Learning to question the
assumptions that allow people, including ourselves,
to arrive at the conclusions we do is an important step
in being able to take a critical role in rational discourse.
Mathematics is, in part, the art understanding this
relationship between assumptions and conclusions.
Thus, the mathematics classroom seems like a fine
place to involve students in learning to question the
assumptions they and others make about issues and
problems that matter.
QUALIFICATIONS ON MATHEMATIZATION
So far I’ve argued that we need to teach mathematics
through the mathematization of real, socially relevant
situations. There are certainly benefits for citizens of
our highly technical democracy to learning through
and about the processes of mathematizing. However,
mathematization should be not be uncritically
adopted as an all-encompassing mode of analysis or
understanding. Students need to be exposed to these
modes of analysis not only so that they can use and
learn from them, but also so that they can take an ac-
tive part in critiquing them.
Mathematics is only one of many ways of making
sense of the world, and it is probably our most mor-
ally vacant. Much has been written on the negative
effects of the detached, positivist, and essentialist
modes of interpreting the world that have developed
along with our ability to quantify and categorize.32 The
authority of numbers is pervasive in our society, and
they are often used to gain authority for misleading,
and even untruthful, analyses.33 Earlier I described
mathematizing as “imposing mathematical order on
unordered realities.” There are situations where such
order helps us understand things we might not have
otherwise. However, mathematizations can just as
easily be used to bad ends as good. The determining
factor is the set of assumptions made in the process of
mathematizing.
As already discussed, assumptions largely determine
conclusions, and with the complexities involved with
mathematizing, there is certainly room for disagree-
ment about which assumptions should be made and
which should not. A prime example is the already
mentioned SAT. Because I assume that achievement
is not illustrated by one’s ability to answer multiple-
choice questions, I would not attempt to mathematize
it by means of such a test (and perhaps not at all).
Those who publish the test obviously make a differ-
ent set of assumptions to arrive at the conclusion that
the test is valid — a conclusion which they use statis-
tics to ‘prove.’
Students need to be made aware of the ways that math
can harm as well as how it can help. In accepting
mathematizing as a mode of mathematics instruction,
it would be critically important to also accept the cri-
tiquing of mathematizing as part of that mode. Where
would such issues be addressed if not in mathemat-
ics classrooms?34
CONCLUSION
Many people, including my former students, feel that
school mathematics is irrelevant to their lives. This is
not the result of their inability to comprehend reality.
It seems to be simply a common sense recognition of
the fact that, as it is currently taught, mathematics does
not matter for most people except in its role as a sort-
ing mechanism. We lead students to calculus when
what they are exposed to in real life is statistics. This
fact alone gives credence to people’s questioning
mathematics’ relevance. If we want people to think
that school mathematics is Important in their lives,
we need to teach mathematics that actually is impor-
tant.
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These ideas are a preliminary sketch of ways we might
reconfigure mathematics education so that it actually
does matter in real people’s real lives. The units de-
scribed are some of my first attempts to do so. Obvi-
ously such approaches require a very different orien-
tation toward mathematics than most of us math
teachers, as products of schools ourselves, are famil-
iar with. Hans Freudenthal, who pioneered work in
the area of ‘realistic’ mathematics education, wrote
that “Mathematics is an activity, a behavior, a state of
mind... an attitude, [and] a way of attacking prob-
lems.”35 In order to take Freudenthal seriously, we
need a more open-ended approach to mathematics
education that requires deep involvement with real
problems rather than simply the acquisition of skills
that are never applied to real problems. As mentioned,
however, realistic mathematics is not sufficient. Even
if we approach mathematics as “an attitude, [and] a
way of attacking problems,” the question remains,
whose problems are worthy of consideration?36 Math-
ematics that is based on either abstractions or pre-de-
fined general types of situations fosters classroom at-
mospheres that lock out students’ experiences, con-
cerns, and cultural backgrounds. It also locks out dis-
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own research: yes, proofs I have invented, but the
patterns which the proofs legitimate seem to have been
there, waiting to be found. I have no idea what abso-
lute reality is like, but I can tell you what it felt like to
find these things.
And, so, back to Plato and his cave; the firelight cast-
ing shadows on the wall. We face the wall, and guess,
if we will, what makes the shadows. Sometimes math-
ematics seems firm, unshadowlike. But sometimes the
Platonism and All That...
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shadows waver. In Proofs and Refutations, Lakatos
(1976) documents the wavering which may take place.
He says we never know whether our proofs are right,
but he believes we can be sure of their improvement.
And what of Gödel? Undecidability promises that we
will never come to the end of our search, because the
choice amongst the undecidables will remain, and the
absence of a consistency proof is the guarantee that
shadows, not ultimates, are what we see. I think I am
a Platonist at night.
